


AlieNation Coins Rules 

It’s 1956 and Aliens have crash landed in center of the heartland. The mother ship is now 
hovering above the crash site and the public is left wondering what they want. You must help 
your fellow citizens by exposing the alien plot to destroy humanity and take over our world. You 
must help publish their true motive in the newspaper. Because in 1956 if it’s in the newspaper 
it’s true! You must hurry before the aliens turn your friends into humanoids, publish their 
propaganda, win public acceptance, and take over the nation.  

 The game begins with everyone drawing a character coin. The coins have an allegiance side 
and an identity side. The allegiance side will be either Alien or Human. The identity side gives 
you a unique roll to use for your allegiance unless your allegiance changes due to mind 
controlling aliens. 

Each round there will be a newspaper article released either exposing the alien plot or painting 
them in a good light. The Aliens are hovering in the Mother Ship high above paying close 
attention and giving orders to their minions and Humanoids to insure that they win public 
approval. 

When you play a game with a large group, it is easy for the moderator to make mistakes. Using
the cheat sheet provided at the end of these rules can help you keep the game moving 
correctly. Use a new sheet for every game. They are available to print at HomeRunGames.com 
under the AlieNation coins section.

Tips for the Moderator:
Telling the story of what happened during the night is not as much work in this game because 
much of what happens is announced by other players or is kept secret. When players wake up 
and are revealed write their name next to the character they have. This will help you to keep 
track of them and keep the flow of the game moving. Hide your sheet by folding it in half during 
the day.  A clipboard is helpful. When speaking make sure not to speak in a characters direction 
so that you don’t accidentally give their identity away. Once a player is selected get a 
confirmation from the selector by getting a yes nod. 

How to Win:

Humans have 3 ways to win:
1. Publish 6 articles exposing the Aliens as bad.
2. Destroy the alien ship (Secret Agent)
3. Kill the Alien Leader (Death Ray)

Aliens have 2 ways to win:
        1.  Turn all humans into humanoids.

2.  Publish 6 pro-Alien articles, win public confidence                                                                
     and take over the government.






















